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Plaza Collection  |  laminate high gloss

The high-gloss, forgiving laminate finish 
that’s scratch-resistant and dramatically 
increases detail, realism, and beauty!   
Putting a highly scratch-resistant finish on 
top-tier laminate creates a product with 
enhanced durability 
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GREEN. It’s something we never forget.®

Plaza with OptiGuard finish.

OptiGuard is an exceptionally high-gloss, forgiving laminate finish 
that dramatically increases detail, realism, and beauty! 

Plaza

•	 An Anderson visual:  Very realistic look, with exotic graining 
and colorations. The extreme gloss highlights and magnifies the 
graining, allowing it to show through.

•	 Realistic look:  The clarity of the OptiGuard finish makes possible 
the most dynamic design, color, and realism—so Plaza is brimming 
with rich detail and unique colors. 

•	 Realistic feel:  12mm thickness creates a floor that “walks” more 
like hardwood. 

•	 5-Year Limited Light Commercial Warranty

Features Specifications
Style  SL251 
Thickness  15/32"
Length 4718/25"
Width  543/100"
Sq. Ft. per carton 17.99
Edge description Beveled

254 Paradise Birch

869 Zelda Birch 963 Gatsby Birch642 Veracruz Kupay 785 Antigua Kupay

These Shaw laminates are constructed 
using LocNPlace® technology, Shaw’s 
single action glueless locking system 
which greatly enhances the speed 
and ease of installation while improving 
seam integrity. 

This Shaw product is made in the USA.

This Shaw product can be installed 
above, on or below ground level.

Installation Grade

This product is made with OptiCore™ - 
Shaw's laminate coreboard that's strong, 
stable and moisture resistant.

OptiCore™

This Shaw Laminate is warranted not to 
stain or wear through, will not fade as a 
result of direct sunlight or artificial light and 
will resist water damage under normal use 
conditions for 30 years.
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This Shaw laminate flooring 
product meets GREENGUARD® 
indoor air quality requirements 
and is GREENGUARD Children & 
Schools Certified.
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